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ABSTRACT

This Record describes modifications performed by Engineering

Services Section of BMR on a Decca Trisponder radio location system

to enable it to operate simultaneously with four reference stations

instead of the two for which it was designed. This together with

some other minor modifications greatly improved efficiency and reliability

of coverage, and the accuracy obtainable.

The project arose at short notice and the necessary modifications

were designed, installed and field tested within a two month period.

•
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1. Introduction

The Decca Trisponder radio location system is a microwave

distance measurement system comprising a master station and two remote

reference stations.^Location of the master station is derived from the

travelling time of radio signals from the master to two remote stations

at known positions.^If either of the two stations loses contact with

the master for any reason, no fix can be obtained for the target location.

A Trisponder system owned by the Australian Survey Office (ASO)

was to be used in 1980 in a co-operative marine survey involving ASO,

BMR, and Bundesantstalt fUr Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, the West

German charterers of the vessel (R.V. Sonne).^Consideration of normal-

Trisponder operation indicated that the degree of operating efficiency

and data reliability necessary for this survey could be obtained only by

modifying the system to work simultaneously with four reference stations.

The proposed system incorporating the modifications is shown in Navigation

System Block Diagram N12 Sheet 1.

After successful ship trials of the modified system, the ASO

decided to retain the modifications as a permanent feature of the system.

The purpose of this Record is therefore to provide detailed documents

to assist-with future development and/or maintenance of the Trisponder

System.

2. Principle of Radio Location System

2.1 General

A microwave radio location system provides accurate line-of-sight

distance information between two points.^A coded radio signal is sent

from point A to point B. A transceiver at point B decodes the station

selection signal, and returns an r.f. signal to point A.^The round

trip time of the r.f. signal between these two points is the measurement

of their distance of separation.^In its simplest form, a standard system

consists of two remote stations at known positions and a master station

placed at a target location: an aircraft or a ship for instance. The

latitude and longitude of the target location are computed from the radio

location measurement of distances from the two reference points.
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2.2 Basic Principle 

For a typical microwave X-band radio-location system, the

master station transmits at 9480 MHz and the remote stations transmit

at 9325 MHz.^This dual-frequency transmission eliminates undue reflection

interference.^As it is not practicable to have a separate frequency

for each remote station, pulse coding is used so that the master station

can select a particular station for interrogation.^Pulse coding involves

spacing the master transmitted pulses at precise intervals. By

programming each remote station pulse decoder to look for a different pulse

interval, the master station can thus select the desired remote station

for measurement.

The round-trip time of the r.f. signal is measured by a

counter that counts a local oscillator in the master unit.^The

transmitted pulses turn on the counter which starts counting the local

oscillator (29.97 MHz). The received pulses stop the counter which

then contains a count proportional to the round trip time between the

master and remote stations.

The velocity of r.f. signal propagation is 299.7 x 10 6 m.s -1 ,

and^f.(2D) = c

29.97 x 10
6
.2D = 299.7 x 10

6

•
.. 2D = 10 metres

Therefore 1 count represents 10 metres for the round trip

or 5 metres of distance between stations.

To improve the measurement accuracy and transmission reliability,

a summing technique is used in the counter to average distance readings

of 10 or 100 measurements.^The actual improvement in reading is v7,
where N is the number of readings.^For N = 100, the actual improvement

is tenfold, or 1 count corresponding to 0.5 metres.
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3. Decca Trisponder System 

• 3.1 System Description 

The Decca Trisponder system consists of:

(0 Distance Measurement Unit (DMU);

(ii) Master Station & Omnidirectional Antenna;

(iii) Two Remote Stations and Directional Antenna;

(iv) Printer for Output of DMU Data;

(v) 24-V dc batteries and interconnecting cables.

Distance Measurement Unit: The DMU provides all control

functions for the Trisponder system. It provides coded signals to the

master station for transmission, and processes received signals from the

master to determine statistical average of distance.^Averaged signals

are output to displays, printer, and output connector.^Further controls

are provided for sampling-interval command and decision-making on data

quality.

Master Station: The master station consists of a magnetron

transmitter, a superheterodyne receiver, and normally an omnidirectional

antenna.

Remote Station: Apart from the transmitter and receiver, the

remote station has a PRF decoder todecode pulse codes that identify a

particular station. It would be turned on and begin transmission only

upon commands from the master. The antenna for the remote stations can

be either directional or omnidirectional.

3.2 Block Schematic of the Distance Measurement Unit 

Figure 1 is an unmodified logic block diagram of the DMU.

Descriptions of the block schematic are given in the Trisponder Technical

Manual, and are summarised in Appendix C.

•
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The block schematic of the DMU can be grouped into 6 functional

parts as shown in Figure 1:

(a) Establish an r.f. link with a desired remote unit;

(b) Determine if range data is valid;

(c) Accumulate the proper amount of range data;

(d) Transfer data to appropriate areas;

(e) Repeat services for second selected remote station;

(f) Stay in stand-by until requested to update.

Functions a, c, and d were modified for four-station operation.

Details are discussed in subsequent sections.

4. Modified Trisponder System

4.1 Basic Requirement

For trilaterisation computation of the master station position,

a minimum of two remote reference stations is required. If either of the

two remote stations loses contact with the master because of line-of-sight

problems, equipment breakdown, or other circumstances, no valid ranging

can be obtained for the master location.^The benefits of modifying

the system for use with four remote stations are therefore obvious:

tolerance to station drop-out, additional data giving improved data

quality, and no down-time when leap-frogging the remote stations.

The basic constraints on design modification are as for modifying

any existing commercial system: avoidance of any alteration to the existing

printed circuit boards or chassis wiring, and complete documentation of

all modifications to enable future servicing or restoration.

4.2 Principles of Four-Station Operation Mode 

Referring to Figures 1 and N12 Sheet 2, the Channel Sequential

Counter is a one-out-of-four decoder formed by cascading two JK flip-flops.

The scanning cycle is initiated by a reset pulse (typically once per

second) from the Update Board.^The Channel Sequential Counter is reset

to channel 1 state by the Update reset pulse.^A GO pulse, with a coding
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corresponding to channel 1, is generated to fire the magnetron transmitter

and to enable the distance measurement counter. A delayed clock pulse is

derived from the GO pulse by delaying it by a time equivalent to the

maximum round-trip travelling time. This delayed clock pulse is fed to the

Channel Sequential Counter to step it into Channel 2 state. A GO

pulse and a delayed clock pulse are thus similarly generated. The

second delayed clock pulse steps the Counter to the no. 3 state which is

not connected to the channel-selection switching.^Therefore no GO pulse

can be generated and the scanning cycle hangs up at the end of second

channel measurement. A new reset pulse at the beginning of the next second

will reactivate the scanning cycle.

The task of modifying the Trisponder for use with four remote

stations will therefore involve the following:

(1) Design of a switching arrangement for four-channel operation

so that the Channel Sequential Counter will cycle through its four states

and stop at the end of the fourth state;

(2) Design of a data output scheme for four-channel operation,

utilising the existing time-share tri-state data bus;

(3)^Front-panel static display of four-channel measurement,

utilising the existing two-channel display.

4.3 Circuit Implementation for Four-Station Operation 

Figure N12 Sheet 3 details the circuit implementation and clock

timing diagram for four-station operation.

The two Nand gates of N3 form an RS flip-flop which is set by

the Reset pulse from the Update Board, and reset by the falling edge of

N9 pin 10 output. The output of N3 pin 13 gates the Channel Sequential

Counter N8 such that four sequential channel pulses are available at the

outputs of Main Gate Board F, 4, H, 5.

•
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The switching arrangement consists of 2 multiple-pole switches

SI and S2 to give all possible permutations of remote stations from one

to four channels. The case for four-channel operation is quite straightforward.

Timing signals at the outputs of N9 are the same as those shown in the

timing diagram associated with N6 and N5. The switching arrangement

simply distributes the channel identifying signals to the output

connector P3 pins C, D, E, F. Two back-to-back diodes OR the channel

identifying signals A.B and C.D. Outputs at pins 16 and 17 are connected

to the Control Board.

Two signals are generated in the Control Board from CHAN IDENT

inputs: Interrupt signals associated with each channel, and time delayed

clock pulses which are fed back to the Channel Sequential Counter to

step it to the next state.

Switches Sle and S2c enable selection of static display for

individual channels. Their operations are best explained with the

following tabulation:

SI
^

S2^ Modes

2

2 + 1

off^CHI operation and display

3^CH2, 3 operation and display

3 + 4^CHI, 3, 4 operation and

CHI, 3 display

4 + 3^CHI, 2, 3, 4 operation and

CH2, 4 display

4.4 Block Schematic of Modified DMU 

The block schematic of modified DMU is shown in diagram NI2

Sheet 6.^This diagram should be read in conjunction with the DMU

System Modifications NI2 Sheet 3.^The Transfer Pulse Switch in the

block schematic corresponds to the Sle, S2c and the associated NOR gates.

The Channel Switching corresponds to the rest of SI, S2 and RS flip-flop

N3. The remainder of the block schematic is almost identical with the

unmodified system, with the exception of inputs to AND gates 8 and 10.
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4.5 Implementation of RAPID Mode Operations 

The original Trisponder System provides two modes of operation:

at NORMAL it sums 100 successful readings out of 200 tries and at RAPID

it sums 10 successful readings out of 50 tries.^If insufficient readings

•

^

^are accumulated in either mode, no interrupt pulse is available at

the output and the display is not refreshed. This can present very

inconvenient gaps during data acquisition. It was decided to overcome

this problem by modifying the RAPID mode to enable it to sum 10

successful readings out of 200 tries.^A fourfold reduction in data

drop-out is achieved as a result.

The implementation of modified RAPID mode operation is quite

simple. Referring to the Control Card, Figure N12 Sheet 9, the Tries

Counter consists of N13, N14, and N17. After 50 tries, N17 pin 9 will

change state giving a Last Cycle condition to N18 pin 2.^After 200 tries,

N14 pin 5 will be high to provide a Last Cycle condition to N18 pins 5

and 6.^These two outputs are ORed to give Last Cycle via N18 pin 9.•

^

^
By forcibly grounding N18 pin 3, the 50 tries input to N18 pin 2 is disabled,

and the RAPID mode achieves a 10 out of 200 tries result.

4.6 Data Handling 

4.6.1 Data Output Requirements

Sections 4.6.2 to 4.6.4 show timing diagrams for data handling

when the system operates with 2 to 4 remote stations.^Each TRY requires

1.6 ms and timing shown is for NORMAL mode operation. 24 bits (bits 0-23) of

data are available at the output tri-state data bus together with 4 bits

(bits 24-27) of channel identification.^The computer reads 7 BCD words

•^on receiving interrupts.^Interrupts are generated at the end of each

successful summing operation.^At the rising edge of Interrupt, the data

becomes valid until the beginning of the next channel for a brief period

of 33.5 microseconds. Data transfer to the computer must take place during

these intervals only. The computer I/O interface must be assigned a

sufficiently high priority slot to enable it to fetch the data in time.



4.7 Digital Multiplexer 

4.7.1 Application of Digital Multiplexer 

The output BCD data from the DMU are connected to the

computer via the Digital Multiplexer for the following reasons:

- Most of the Hewlett-Packard I/O cards available in BMR

have only 16-bit inputs (with the exception of the 32-bit

General Data Source Interface).

- Output signal and earth lines are noisy due to high-frequency

spikes from the power-supply inverter.^The opto-isolators

at the input of the Digital Multiplexer provide low-pass

filtering and isolation.

- The two interrupt output lines can be conveniently ORed within

the multiplexer to form a single interrupt line.

- The tri-state outputs from the DMU can be latched and stored

in the Multiplexer if required.

4.7.2 Modifications to the Digital Multiplexer 

The 28 bits of output data from the DMU are divided between two

cards in the Multiplexer:

Card 1^Bits 0-15 corresponding to bits 0-15 of the output data,

bit 0 being the LSB.

Card 2 Bits 0-7 corresponding to bits 16-23 of the output data,

bit 7 being the MSB. Bits 8-11 corresponding to the

channel identification with bit 8 for channel A and bit 11

for channel D etc.

0

  

Two modified Data Latch Cards must be used when the Digital

Multiplexer is used to accept the DMU outputs. Refer to Drawing X4

Sh. lc.
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Data Latch Card 1: A bridge cicuit All, ORs the two

interrupt input signals (11A and 11B). The bridge circuit gives

good common mode rejection to the high frequency noise. Link 3 is

grounded to enable data latch inputs.

Data Latch Card 2: Link point 3 is grounded to enable data

latch inputs.

5. Bench Tests 

Figure N12 Sheet 4 is a bench test set-up schematic for the DMU.

The XFDR START (Trisponder Start Signal) from pin A of the DMU is the

output signal to fire the master station magnetron.^The signal is

connected to the Hewlett-Packard Pulse Generator to generate a 3-us

delay pulse which is in turn connected to the Tektronix Digital Delay Unit

7D11.^The Pulse Generator generates a delay corresponding to that in

the line amplifier and cables etc, and the Tektronix Digital Unit

generates a delay pulse simulating the return signal from the remote

stations.^These two pulses are ORed together to simulate the return

video signal. The timing diagram for the test signals is as below:
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The distance D can be calculated with the following formula:

2D = (t
1 
- t

2
) v

where d = distance in metre

t
1 
= Time delay displayed in the Tektronix Delay Unit

t
2 
= turn-around delay

v = 299.7 x 10
6 

m/s



APPENDIX A - OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

•

Maximum Range

Minimum Range

Range Scales

Range Resolution

Range Accuracy

80,000 metres

100.0 metres

1 metre

1 metre

Typical 3 metres

Controls^ INTENSITY (adjusts brilliance of indicators)

MODE 100 Sum (Normal) - 10 Sum (Rapid) as Base 1

Optional: 10 Sum - 100 Sum as Base 2, 3, or

4 - Time Share

CHANNEL SELECTOR (Two separate channels, each capable

of selecting one of four possible Remote Units)

FUNCTION (Four positions - POWER OFF, DISPLAY OFF,

DISPLAY ON, and AUTO RANGE)

CLEAR (Clears all registers)

RANGE (Pushbutton allows ranging in Display ON-OFF

functions)

DISPLAYS (Two separate decimal indicating displays

under control of the channel selectors)



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR MS06 RP3C/217C 

Wave Length

Peak Transmitter Power

Mean Transmitter Power

Pulse Length

Pulse Repetition Freq.

Transmitter Type

Receiver Type

Power Supplies

Master Unit: Omnidirectional Slotted Array

Remote Unit: Directional Slotted Array

Horizontal

Master Unit: 360 0

Remote Unit:^87
o at half power points

20
oMaster Unit:

Remote Unit:^6
o 

at half power points

Master Unit: 6 dB typical

Remote Unit: 16 dB typical

Master Unit: 9480 MHz

Remote Unit: 9325 MHz

3.2 cm (X-band)

1000 watts, min.

500 MW @ 1000 PPS

0.6 us

Variable, 581 to 1381 pulses per second

Tunable Magnetron

Sensitive Superheterodyne - solid state receiver

Basic system operation is from a nominal 24 VDC

source. All power conversion is provided by

transistorised converters.

ANTENNA SYSTEM

Antenna Type

Polarisation

Horizontal Beamwidth

Vertical Beamwidth

Antenna Gain

TRANSCEIVER

Transmitter Frequency

Nominal
^

Permissible
^

Power
Voltage
^Voltage

^
Consumption

Variation

DMU & Master Unit
^

24 VDC
^

23 to 32 VDC
^

Typical 65 watts

Remote Unit
^

24 VDC
^

23 to 32 VDC
^

Typical 17 watts

 

Weight (approx.)

25 lb./11 kg

15 lb./ 7 kg

15 lb./ 7 kg

140 lb./64 kg

 

Environmental Ranges 

32° to 150°F, 0 0 to 67 °C

-22° to 158 °F,-30 ° to 70°C

-22
o 

to 158
o
F,-30

o 
to 70

o
C

DMU

Master

Remote

202 Complete

(in two shipping
containers)

 



APPENDIX B - WIRING TABLE

DMU P3^MULTIPLEXER J22-J23^FUNCTION

C^ J23-9^ I s

• 

elected

D J23-10^ ii" selected

E J23-11^ -C". s

• 

elected

F^ J23-12^ T. 5- s

• 

elected

G J22-17^ Chan.^1, 2 Interrupt

J23-17

H J22-18^ Chans^3, 4 Interrupt

J23-18

J^ J23-8^ 80 km

K J23-7^ 40 km

L J23-6^ 20 km

M^ J23-5 10 km

J23-4N 8 km

J23-3P^ 4 km

R^ J23-2^ 2 km

S^ J23-1^ 1 km

T^ J22-16^ 800 in

U J22-15 400 in

^ J22-14 200 m

W J22-I3^ 100 in

X^ J22-12^ 80 in

Y^ J22-11^ 40m

Z^ J22-10^ 20 in

J22-9a^ 10 m

b^ J22-8^ 8m

J22-7^ 4m

d^ J22-6^ 2w

J22-5e 1 in

f^ J22-4^ 0.8 in

J22-3g^ 0.4 m

h J22-2^ 0.2 in

j^ J22-I^ 0.1 in



APPENDIX C - BLOCK DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION

General - The logic block diagram (Fig. 5.1-1) is a complete

Trisponder system functional description.^The functions of the Master

Unit and the Remote Unit are menial, since all control and decision

making functions except for the Remote Decoding are located in the DMU.

Remote Unit - Referring to the logic block diagram, the Remote

Unit is shown in the upper left-hand corner. Its functions are:

a. Receive the signals from the Master Unit transmitter

b. Decode the signal

c. Transmit the signals back to the Master Unit.

Master Unit - The Master Unit is also in the upper left-hand

corner of the logical function diagram.^Its functions are:

a. Transmit signals upon command from the DMU

b. Receive the signals from the remote stations.

Distance Measuring Unit - The DMU functions can best be

grouped as follows:

a. Establish an RF link with a desired Remcite Unit

b. Determine if range data is valid

c. Accumulate the proper amount of range data

d. Transfer data to appropriate areas

e. Repeat service for second selected remote

f. Stay in stand-by until requested to update.

Description 

1. Establish an RF link with a desired Remote Unit. A ONE OF

FOUR STATE COUNTER is reset to the Channel 1 state (lower left of diagram).

With Channel 1 signal from ONE OF FOUR DECODER and the Channel 1 selector

switch set to the position shown, a code "A" will be generated by the PRF

GENERATOR. If the RANGE switch is depressed or the FUNCTION switch is in



the AUTO RANGE position, the PRF GENERATOR signal will pass through Gate 1

and is now termed GO.^Since the system was reset, the mode counter will

be at zero; therefore, the GO signal is allowed to pass through Gate 2,

the line driver, and the line receiver. This will cause the Master Unit

transmitter to send out a signal.

When the magnetron is triggered, a signal is sent to the Master

line driver.^This signal is sent through to the line receiver and the

input of Gate 3.^The GO also triggers the Hold-off circuit via the

Pre-hold-off which allows Master transmit signal to be sent through

Gate 3 as a START signal.^The START signal triggers the TURN AROUND DELAY.

This delay is set to the time necessary for the Remote Unit to receive

a signal, decode it, and fire its transmitter.^After the turn around

delay, the MAIN GATE is set.^When the MAIN GATE is set, the 6 STAGE

COUNTER begins counting time.

2. Determine if range data is valid. The GO signal discussed

above also triggers the STOP CONTROL DELAY into operation for a period

equal to approximately 80 km range.^The gate at the output of this block

enables one of the inputs to Gate 4 via the "8" throw out circuit. The

"8" throw out circuit allows 8 transmitted pulses to be emitted from the

Master transmitter and "7" Remote transmitter pulses to be emitted before

utilising any returned signal.^This allows for the units to settle down

before using any of the signals.

After the Master Unit transmitter is turned off, the HOLDOFF

will return to its normal state enabling the second input to Gate 4. Gate

4 is now ready to receive the video return from the Remote Unit.^After

the Remote Unit receives its signal, decodes it, and in turn transmits a

signal--the Master Unit receiver picks up this signal and supplies a signal

to Gate 4 which becomes a STOP signal.^This STOP signal is sent to the

PRF DETECTOR where it is decoded; and, if the signal is proper, a STOP

GATE is generated. A combination STOP CONTROL, STOP GATE, and STOP

PULSE are all necessary to generate a GOOD STOP signal and reset the MAIN

GATE. Once the Main Gate is reset, the counter will stop counting.



When a GOOD STOP is generated, the MODE counter is stepped and

the contents of the counter are ACCEPTED via Gate 5 into the ACCUMULATOR

HOLD REGISTER. Upon time out of the STOP CONTROL DELAY, a DELAY LINE is

started.^The first pulse is to reset the MAIN GATE if it has not already

been reset. The next pulse via Gate 6 sets the contents of the ACCUMULATOR

HOLD REGISTER into the counter.^Since the counter data has just been set

into the hold register, the counter data is unchanged. If the counter had

not been stopped properly, via the MAIN GATE and a proper PRF detected

signal, the counter would contain invalid data.^By setting the hold

register back into the counter, the previous good data is replaced.

3. Accumulate the proper amount of range data. If the MODE of

operation is 10 Sum, only 10 good distance measurements are necessary.

If the MODE is 100 Sum, 100 GOOD STOPS will be necessary.^Note the 10 Sum -

100 Sum Control on the 6 STAGE COUNTER. The counter is controlled by the

front-panel mode switch so that an extra count of 10 stage is added or

bypassed, depending upon the number of sums necessary.

When operating in the 100 Sum MODE, the good ranges are accumulated

one upon the other, thus providing an averaged data measurement. If a bad

reading is detected in the middle of the accumulation, the counter is set

back to the last previous good summation and the process continues until

either the MODE is satisfied or the TRIES counter has reached 200 counts.

Each time a GO is generated, it is tallied by the TRIES counter. Note

that when in 10 Sum, only 50 tries are necessary. Once one of the inputs

of OR-GATE becomes conditioned, the accumulation of data is completed

(either good or bad).

4. Transfer of data to appropriate areas.^If the accumulation

of data is good, the data must be transferred to the indicator registers.

For data transfer of Channel 1, Gate 8 will be conditioned during SET time.

The inputs of Gate 8 are LAST CYCLE, DATA OK, CHAN 1, and SET pulse. This

signal, via Gate 9, sets the data into the appropriate indicator register.

XFR CHAN 1 signal is also supplied to the BCD connector so that external

devices know when to sample the BCD data bus. If the proper number of

GOOD STOPS is not attained within 50 or 200 TRIES, Gate 8 will not allow

a XFR signal. (Gates 10 and 11 provide data transferring for Channel 2).



( iv)

NOTE: As soon as the proper amount of data has been

accumulated, last cycle is generated.

After transfer is complete, Gate 12 allows a RESET pulse to be

generated. Reset causes an ACCEPT through Gate 5 and a RESET through Gate

13. The COUNTER, ACCUMULATOR HOLD REGISTER, MODE COUNTER, and the TRIES

COUNTER are set to zero.

5. Repeat service for second selected remote station. At

the fall of the RESET signal, the ONE OF FOUR COUNTER will step to

Channel 2.^Via Channel 2 selector switch, the proper code is generated

by the PRF GENERATOR and the complete procedure described by functions I through

4 is repeated.

6. Stay in STANDBY until requested to UPDATE. When the ONE OF

FOUR COUNTER is stepped to the third state, no signals will be generated

by the PRF generator, thus nothing can occur as there are no GO pulses.

After one second has lapsed, a pulse is generated by the

SECOND UPDATE circuit which resets the ONE OF FOUR COUNTER via OR Gate 14.

Once the ONE OF FOUR COUNTER is back into the Channel I state, functions

1 through 6 repeat until the Function Switch is moved from AUTO RANGE and/or

the RANGE button is released.
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